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by Errol E. Meidinger
Are the qualities
of a good judge
quantifiable?
30B GORDON
The historical roots of bar polling are inter-
woven with those of the organized bar itself.
The bar began to organize in the late nine-
teenth century, partly to combat the domi-
nant role of partisan politics in judicial
selection. Polling lawyers on the qualifica-
tions of sitting judges and candidates for
judicial office gradually developed as a nat-
ural way to strengthen the influence of the
legal community on the quality of the
bench.
Today, judicial evaluation polls have be-
come a common and controversial bar activ-
ity, varying widely in form and application.
In 1976, the American Judicature Society
conducted a comprehensive survey of the
forms and uses of bar polling in the United
States. This article summarizes the basic
findings of that research and attempts to set
out some of the major issues and problems
that are beginning to emerge concerning the
nature of bar polls. 1
First, AJS researchers examined and cri-
tiqued the more than thirty bar poll instru-
ments of varying vintage. in the AJS files. On
the basis of the tentative findings and ques-
tions which emerged, they constructed a
six-page questionnaire which concentrated
on the history, administration, content, use
and perceived impact of bar polls. 2 The
questionnatre also solicited copies of the
respondents' most recent bar poll instru-
ments.
Questionnaires were sent to all state and
local bar associations listed in the 1975-
The author wishes to thank James H. Guterman, John
Paul Ryan and Robert Nelson for their help in the
preparation of this article.
1. A more thorough summary is available from the
American Judicature Society in the form of a newly-
published monograph: James H. Guterman and Errol
E. Meidinger, IN THE OPINION OF THE BAR. Chicago:
AJS, 1977. $3.75.
2. The survey is not reprinted here, but it is included
in the appendices of the monograph. It may also be
obtained directly from AJS.
1976 ABA Directory of Bar Associations,3
and to fourteen special interest bar associa-
tions having memberships based on sex,
ethnicity or political philosophy. Respon-
dents were also asked to list any other
known sponsors of bar polls in their area.
Characteristics of bar polls
Who uses polls? Less than half the respond-
ing bar associations use bar polls, and less
than half of the associations which do not
conduct bar polls use alternative methods to
provide input into judicial selection and
evaluation. 4 Not surprisingly, our findings
also indicate that bar polling is more likely
to be employed by (1) local associations than
3. This included all general membership lar associa-
tions with memberships of more than 300.
4. Other means of influencing judicial quality vary
substantially. However, efforts seem largely directed at
retention and selection processes. (As will be noted
below, bar polls can be used either for this purpose or,
in the case of some, to promote self-improvement
among judges.) Also, the main alternatives to bar poll-
ing generally use some sort of standing committee to
evaluate sitting and prospective judges.
Table 1
Response rate to AJS bar poll survey
Statewide Local Limited
bar assn.* barassn. barassn. Total
Questionnaire
distributed (N) 54 128 14 196
Responses(N) 46 79 4 129
Response rate 85% 62% 29% 66%
*Includes Puerto Rico and three states in which more than one bar
association had a statewide membership.
Table 2
Polling activity by statewide or
local character of association
Statewide Local
bar assn. bar assn. All
Poll 35% 41% 39%
Don't poll 63 52 56
First poll in 1976 2 7 5
100% 100% 100%
(N=46) (N=83) (N=129)
statewide associations; (2) associations
where polling enjoys a relatively high level
of member support; and (3) small associa-
tions rather than large ones. Associations in
jurisdictions where judges are elected are
somewhat more likely to use bar polls than
those where judges are appointed.
Cost does not seem to be a major factor in
bar polling. More than 80 per cent of the
polling associations providing information
on this question (N=30) committed 3 per cent
or less of their annual budgets to bar polling
activities. Only one association spent as
much as 13 per cent of its budget on bar
polling.
Who do polls evaluate? Eighty per cent
of bar associations that conduct polls evalu-
ate the state trial courts of general jurisdic-
tion, and 66 per cent evaluate state appellate
courts. State trial courts of limited jurisdic-
tion are covered by 48 per cent of the polls,
federal district courts by 20 per cent, and
federal appellate courts by 6 per cent.
A more difficult decision for the bar asso-
ciations, both technically and politically, is
whether to evaluate incumbents or challeng-
ers or both. Sixty-one per cent of the polls in
our sample (N=36) covered incumbents and
challengers, and 11 per cent only covered
nonincumbents.
Who do they question? A surprisingly
large number (65 per cent) of polling associ-
ations surveyed only their own members. 5
These associations reported higher average
response rates (the mean was 45 per cent)
than those polling at large (the mean was 33
5. Only non-unified bar associations are included in
this calculation.
Table 3
Polling frequency by
method of judicial selection
Polling activity (N)
Trial judges appointed 20% 30
Trial judges elected 38% 86
Appellate judges
appointed 21% 34
Appellate judges
elected 33% 75
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per cent). Associations polling at large were
slightly more prone to evaluate incumbents
only.
Only two associations used sampling
methods, whereby only a certain number of
the lawyers in the jurisdiction were polled.
And only one used any sort of follow-up
system to see whether those who responded
were representative of all those whom the
survey tried to reach.
While about 70 per cent of the polling
associations made some effort to ensure re-
spondents actually knew something about
the individuals being evaluated, this effort
usually consisted of asking lawyers not to
respond if they didn't have "sufficient
knowledge." Three associations asked re-
spondents to note their amount of direct
contact with the individuals being evaluat-
ed. Only one poll (conducted by a Montana
newspaper) actually excluded lawyers with
insufficient exposure to the candidates. This
was done by checking court records and
polling only those lawyers who had ap-
peared before the judges they were apprais-
ing.
What do they ask? Bar polls normally use
one of three basic formats. The first and
simplest is the straw poll in which lawyers
are asked to choose the "best" candidate(s);
in other words, they simply vote. Figure 1
shows a sample straw poll recently adminis-
tered for Dallas County by the State Bar of
Texas. Occasionally, suggested criteria ac-
company the straw poll ballot, but responsi-
bility for choosing and weighing evaluative
criteria ultimately rests with the individual
lawyers. Of the polling associations in our
sample, 12.5 per cent used straw polls.
The second type is the general qualifica-
tions poll. Here lawyers are asked to rate
candidates-usually through some point
system-according to overall qualification
for the bench. Figure 2 is an example of this
type of poll used by the Bar Association of
the District of Columbia. This form is not
very different from a straw poll since law-
yers still choose, weigh and distill unspeci-
fied criteria into a single conclusion. But the
general qualifications poll allows others to
see how much difference lawyers really
think exists between candidates. It may be
that several judges or judicial candidates
have very similar qualifications, though this
would not have been evident from a simple
straw poll. Twenty-five per cent of the polls
in our survey used general qualifications
polls exclusively.
The third and most complicated form of
bar poll is the multiple attribute poll. A
relatively simple example from the Bar As-
sociation of Summit County, Ohio, is shown
in figure 3.6 Lawyers are asked to rate the
individuals on each of a number of separate
dimensions such as temperament, legal abil-
ity, integrity, etc. Rating systems vary from
simple sufficient/insufficient dichotomies to
more discriminating scales, such as excel-
lent, very good, good, average, poor. The bar
association usually decides how to score and
weight each dimension.7
Among our respondents, 52.5 per cent of
those conducting polls used some version of
the multiple attribute form. These were
more commonly applied at the trial level
than at the appellate level. About 68 per cent
of the multiple attribute polls also included
a final overall qualification question allow-
ing the respondents to give each individual a
single overall rating.8
The actual questions in multiple attribute
polls varied significantly in number, content
and form. Half of the twenty-six associations
from which we obtained complete informa-
tion on this issue enumerated eight criteria
or fewer. Three employed twenty or more.
Though several criteria (notably legal ability
and judicial temperament) appeared on al-
6. This questionnaire is reprinted simply as an exam-
ple of a typical multiple attribute bar poll, not as a
model or suggested form. There are multiple attribute
bar polls in existence which by common criteria of
survey research are more advanced and "better." See,
e.g., Cynthia Owen Philip, How BAR ASSOCIATIONS
EVALUATE SITTING JUDGES. New York: Institute of
Judicial Administration, 1976 and Dorothy Linder
Maddi, JUDICIAL PERFORMANCE POLLS. Chicago:
American Bar-Foundation, 1977.
7. AJS has recently undertaken a study which will
provide a comprehensive task analysis of state court
judges. The project is entitled "Identifying and Mea-
suring Judicial Performance in American Trial Courts."
It should help bar groups in deciding how to weight
different aspects of a judge's role.
8. Percentages given so far do not total 100 per cent
because some associations are hybrid polls. Five use
straw polls in conjunction with general qualifications
polls and one in conjunction with a multiple attribute
poll.
JUDICIAL POLL
PRIMARY ELECTIONS 1976
PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS ON
REVERSE SIDE
THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS
ASSOCIATE JUSTICE
PLACE NO. 2 - FULL TERM
CHARLES W. BARROW O . l.
KEXAR COUNT)
DONALD B. YARRROUGH
HARRIS COUNTY
I HFE COUR I OF CRIMINAL APPEAI S
JUDGE - FULL TERM
JEROME (HAMBERLAIN
D[JA I AS IIJU M I
TRUMAN ROBERTS
HTAMIL TON C OUNTY
litU LOJUR 1 01 CIVIL APPEALS
51H SUPRI JUDICIAL UISIRICI
CIlI JUSJICI. - FULL IERM
OWEN GILES--
TAI LAS COINTY
CLARENCE A. GUITTARD
)A]I lAS ('()UN I S
Figure 2
THE BAR ASSOCIATION of the DISTRICT of COLUMBIA
Reply Card
(Check appropriate box and include comments as desired)
Judge
Harry T. Alexander:
0 Exceptionally
well qualified
EO Well Qualified
O Qualified
O Unqualified
Judge Alexander - Comments:
Judge Greene -Comments:______________________
Judge Murphy - Comments:.
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Judge
Tim Murphy:
O Exceptionally
well qualified
0 Well Qualified
o Qualified
o Unqualified
Figure 1
Judge
Harold H. Greene:
] Exceptionally
well qualified
0 Well Qualified
0 Qualified
EO Unqualified
Figure 3
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR JUDICIAL CANDIDATES
INSTRUCTIONS: Please rate each candidate in each category on the basis of A to E.
A RATING OF A IS THE HIGHEST and a rating of E is the lowest pos-
sible rating in each category, specific description of each letter as follows:
A - Superior
B- Above Average
C - Average
D- Below Average
E - Poor
Indicate rating by circling the letter.
FOR JUDGE OF THE Integrity, Fr,itmo C atibl williness
COMMON PLEAS COURT moral from pronal to perform
courage and Judicial influence by habits and Judicial
OF SUMMIT COUNTY ability to tempera- 1egal I'egal poILtieat !induct duti.s
maintain meet. abilityc experienc, considera- with inductri-
Full Term dignity of ti.. oand judi'ial ouly and
Judicial 'in n, rre promptly.
Commencing January 1, 1977 office, of '.ounnel.
W illiam R. Baird A It C; 1) ' A It ( D L' A 13 1,' D P A B3 C D I,' A It 1, 1, 1.: A 1: '' 11 N" A\ Ig i (" I 
Robert H. Colopy A It C I 1, A 3 D E AIT 'DL A B 1) 1' It " I1 i : A I : : Ai Iti CT IH
Angelo A. Faneily A ItCil 1 I ; A B C D I A B C I E A .) P .: AI iI . It1 iI) ii A 13 C 1) I I .
FOR THE PURPOSE OF GIVING GREATER WEIGHT AND EFFECT TO THE REVISED JUDICIAL REFERENDUM
PROGRAM, NO MEMBER OF THE BAR SHALL INDIVIDUALLY OR COLLECTIVELY LEND HIS NAME AS AN AT-
TORNEY IN ANY ADVERTISEMENT WITH RESPECT TO ANY CANDIDATE FOR JUDICIAL OFFICE.
most all multiple attribute polls, there was
significant diversity in the content and phras-
ing of many questions. Almost every poll-
ing instrument had its own idiosyncracies,
making even similar questions subject to
different interpretations.
Table 4 contains a frequency count of the
general attributes looked at by multiple at-
tribute polls. While criteria are classed ac-
cording to purpose under four broad head-
ings, grouping of specific attributes was kept
to a minimum to avoid unnecessary distor-
tion.
Overall, questions on interactive traits re-
ceived least emphasis. Next in line were
technical qualifications and work capacity,
each area covering about 22 per cent of the
average poll. Personal character traits re-
ceived heaviest emphasis, averaging about
40 per cent of the questions on polls. Final-
ly, polls concentrating on trial courts placed
significantly greater emphasis on work ca-
pacity and significantly less on technical
qualifications than those evaluating both
trial and appellate courts or appellate courts
alone.
How are the results used? The results of
most polls, regardless of type, were made
available for general publication. Only one
of the associations using multiple attribute
polls restricted the distribution of the results
to judges (federal judges in this case) who
had actually been evaluated. Only eleven of
the polling associations went beyond publi-
cation to endorse the most highly evaluated
candidates. Of these, four took further steps
to assist candidates: two provided advertis-
ing and two provided campaign contribu-
tions.
Constructing better polls
A single "model bar poll" is probably 1oth
inappropriate and undesirable. Bar polls
must be adapted to the contexts in which
they are used. Are judges appointed or elect-
ed? Are they retained for short periods or for
life? What are the special needs of the courts
involved? Will judges be willing to respond
to suggestions, or should improvement be
sought through new judges? And so on.
In other words, a bar poll must be fitted to
its practical uses, and its practical uses must
Table 4
Criteria that bar associations use
in a multiple-attribute poll
% of
polls that
ask this
Criteria
Technical qualifications
Legal ability
Legal knowledge
Legal experience
Quality of opinions
Procedural correctness
Substantive correctness
Evidentiary correctness
Intellect
Work capacity
Diligence/industry
Punctuality/promptness
Trial management
Studiousness
Settlement skills
Age
Administrative skill
Efficiency
Physical/mental fitness
Interactive traits
Courtesy
Attentiveness
Proper demeanor
Lacking controversial
conduct
Patience
Considerateness
Respect for lawyers
Sense of humor
Character traits
Judicial temperament
Integrity
Impartiality
Lack of bias/prejudice
Political/economic
independence
Decisiveness/firmness
Courage
Intellectual honesty
General character
fitness
Judgment/perspective
Neutrality
Willingness to learn
General qualification
for office
question
72%
28
20
20
16
8
4
4
68%
52
24
24
16
16
8
4
4
64%
28
16
72%
52
48
40
68% 17
be determined in light of the situation. If a
bar association wants only to affect the elec-
toral process, it may decide simply to con-
duct a straw poll and publicize the results.
If, on the other hand, the bar wants to
modify the behavior of sitting judges
(whether or not it also wants to affect the
selection process), it will probably design a
multiple attribute questionnaire emphasiz-
ing relevant criteria.
Timing is also an important factor. Polls
conducted close to an election may be re-
ceived with hostility by judicial candidates,
who see them as unwarranted efforts to
defeat them. Even if they are re-elected, they
may consequently refuse to modify their
behavior in ways that the poll has suggested.
This risk, however, appears to vary with
specific situations and individuals. The
goals of affecting the selection process and
of improving the performance of sitting
judges are not mutually exclusive, but they
may force poll sponsors to make tradeoffs at
times.
Perhaps the most intractable problem con-
fronting bar poll construction arises in those
instances where both incumbents and new
candidates should be evaluated if the pro-
cess is to be even handed. There is-no coin-
mon basis in experience or performance to
compare the two groups, so the bar must
develop methods whereby new candidates
are intensively evaluated by other lawyers
who have litigated against them or who
could otherwise gauge their capabilities.
But even if it can be assumed that the
resulting assessments are accurate and unbi-
ased, two problems remain. First, they are
still not directly comparable with evalua-
tions of sitting judges, and second, no one
has shown conclusively that good lawyers
make good judges. Some anecdotal lore even
suggests that the opposite may occasionally
be true.
This may not be a major problem. For it is
generally believed that bar polls and judicial
selection processes have a conservative
thrust favoring incumbent judges. 9 If so, in a
9. See, e.g., Richard A. Watson and Randal G. Down-
ing, THE POLITICS OF THE BENCH AND BAR 223. New
York: John Wiley, 1969, and Bancroft C. Henderson
and T. C. Sinclair, The Selection of Judges in Texas, 5
HOUSTON L. REv. 430 at 448.
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contest between average or above average
incumbents and candidates, the conserva-
tive bias would generally elect the reasona-
bly competent incumbent.
The critical contests would be between
low-rated incumbents-whom aspiring can-
didates are most likely to challenge any-
way-and highly rated aspirants. InI these
A misleading bar poll,
or a meaningless one,
is probably worse
than no poll at all.
cases, the risk of net loss to the quality of the
bench would be minimized, since it would
be unlikely that the new judge would be less
competent than the former one. Still, there is
little solid evidence on this question, and it
should be given serious thought in the pro-
cess of designing a bar poll. There are no
"correct" answers, but sound policies can be
developed to deal with such problematic
situations.
Basic requirements
As a practical matter, there are some proce-
dures which should probably be followed,
regardless of the circumstances.
Polling those who know: No poll can be
anything more than a popularity contest
unless the sponsor assures that the respon-
dent lawyers have direct knowledge of the
performance of the judges they are evaluat-
ing. It would be best, of course, to survey
only lawyers actually known to have prac-
ticed before the judges involved. But at the
very least, every question on the poll should
contain a "no basis for judgment" alterna-
tive, and lawyers without any direct experi-
ence should be asked not to respond at all.
Under the same rationale, it is difficult to
justify polling only those lawyers who are
members of the sponsoring bar association
because (in a non-unified bar) they consti-
tute only a portion of the knowledgeable
population. 10 Moreover, where the bar asso-
ciation has a perceived ideological position,
restriction to members may be used to im-
peach the poll's credibility.
Assuring a representative sample: Some
effort should also be made to ensure the
representativeness of the responses. It is
always possible that those who answer a
questionnaire think differently than those
who don't." Practically the only way to
alleviate this danger is to pursue an inten-
sive follow-up of a representative-
random-sample of the population being
surveyed. 12 The goal is to get a very high
response rate in this representative group,
usually through telephone contacts or per-
sonal interviews. If the conclusions of the
follow-up are very close to those of the
larger survey, the pollster can be confident
that both accurately reflect the opinions of
the entire population.
Evaluating several attributes: Multiple at-
tribute polls should be used whenever prac-
ticable. Not only do they provide a substan-
tially larger amount of usable information,
but that information is also much more
interpretable. And, because multiple attrib-
ute polls force lawyers to focus on specific
10. It will occasionally be difficult to obtain a list of
all practicing lawyers in the jurisdiction, not to mention
a list of those with direct knowledge of the candidates.
11. Some bar associations adroitly-but uncon-
vincingly-rationalize away both this problem of repre-
sentativeness and the above problem of direct knowl-
edge by arguing that low response rates simply reflect a
self-selection process whereby only knowledgeable
lawyers respond to evaluation requests.
12. There are two basic ways of doing this. First, if
respondents and non-respondents are identifiable, the
poll should make an intensive follow-up on a random
sample of non-respondents. This sample of individuals
should be contacted personally and informed of the
importance of their responses in assuring the accuracy
of the poll. Once a very high response rate has been
obtained, the pollster can compare their responses with
those of the larger population which originally re-
sponded.
Where respondents and non-respondents are not
identifiable, a random sample of the entire population
should be taken to see whether the results match the
original survey. But sampling is generally not appropri-
ate unless the sample numbers at least 100.
Finally, lest all this sound too complex, it should be
kept in mind that these procedures are the stock in trade
of practicing social scientists. Bar associations and
other sponsors should be able to obtain competent
assistance for reasonable costs.
judicial characteristics, they both increase
the likelihood of thoughtful responses and
make the responses of different lawyers
more comparable. Furthermore, this compa-
rability and categorization allows those in-
volved in judicial selection, as well as judg-
es, to use the results in light of their own
needs and evaluation priorities.
Offering multiple choices: When multiple
attribute polls are used, it seems especially
fitting to use questions with a range of
possible responses rather than simple di-
chotomized responses. Thus, a question
which asks the respondent to rate an indi-
vidual's legal ability as "outstanding, very
good, good, fair, poor or very poor" (or on a
scale of one to five) provides a good deal
more information than one which simply
asks whether or not the candidate's legal
ability is "sufficient."
A complex process
But the process of bar polling has become
more complex with each successive sugges-
tion. All of them entail statistical and meth-
odological problems which, in turn, imply
that some social science expertise will be
required to solve them competently.1a Yet
this should not be a major drawback, since
the necessary abilities are widely available.
Obviously, the benefits of such measures
will have to be weighed against their costs.
But a bar poll that is meaningless or mis-
leading is probably worse than no poll at all.
One final practical consideration along
this line is that bar polls can easily produce
sizeable data management requirements.
Thus, even if a ten-question poll on ten
judges with five possible answers per ques-
tion is sent to 1,500 lawyers and only 500
respond, it is possible to receive 250,000
different responses. Though the compilation
of many of these will be straightforward, it
is naive to expect that an adequate analysis
can be performed in a few days by a bar
executive with a hand calculator. Adequate
data management expertise and a computer
13. This term is used advisedly. "Statistical" compe-
tence by itself would probably be incapable of solving
even the fairly basic practical and conceptual problems
which are likely to arise in most bar polling. Neverthe-
less, these issues are far less intractable than they are
often portrayed to be.
are probably necessary. These difficulties
must be overcome to obtain meaningful re-
suits.
The practical and technical issues out-
lined above lead to political and philosophi-
cal considerations which are less easily dis-
posed of. These can hardly be resolved here,
but an awareness of them is essential to a
proper perspective on bar polling as a means
of judicial evaluation.
The bias of objectivity
Though there is a well developed rhetoric
about keeping politics out of the bench and
its relationship to the bar, the fact remains
that every decision about the proper func-
tioning of the judiciary-and consequently
about appropriate procedures and standards
for bar polling-has deep and ineluctable
political implications. "Political," in this
sense, does not mean Democrats versus Re-
publicans or one judicial aspirant versus
another. Rather, it refers to the fact that
every ostensibly objective criterion-like ju-
dicial temperament-is based on a norma-
tive choice or belief about what is desirable.
At base, it entails an assumption about the
nature of justice.
There is a tendency, however, to treat the
essentials of good judging as givens, as if
they were received on the proverbial tablets.
One consequence of this a priori notion of
justice may be a tendency to emphasize only
relatively innocuous and non-controversial
standards in bar polls, or to use words into
which respondents can pour their own
meanings.
"Fairness" is a good example. Most would
agree that a good judge should be fair, and
many of us could probably agree about
whether a given action is fair. But the term
"fairness" is extremely difficult to define
adequately and precisely. Often the problem
seems to come down to: fair to whom? by
whose standards? And fairness is such a
broad concept that it allows respondents to
define it and to qualify it in many different
ways; people think a judge is fair "given the
situation" or "within his/her discretion."
Notably absent from almost every bar poll
are criteria addressing the really hard ques-
tions of judicial performance. Questions ad-
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dressing, for instance, a candidate's activist
pursuit of substantive justice, or his/her
ability to attack built-in obstructions to the
"fairness" of a litigant's trial, be they legal
or organizational, are seldom broached.
The content of questions may also reflect
deeper problems in the legal profession's
assumed prerogative to evaluate judicial
performance. The juridical ethos which has
been built up in Anglo-American legal cul-
ture embodies a vast, often unquestioned
system of beliefs and assumptions. The role
and definition of good judging have been
evolving so long that their expositors occa-
sionally hark back to Solomon.
That the judicial role has an historical
legacy is obviously not bad in itself. But
parts of it may have developed in a context
and served certain interests (e.g., the En-
glish aristocracy) which are not necessarily
appropriate to the needs of modern America.
The conventional imagery of judging con-
tains not only strong (somewhat male) com-
ponents of aloofness, severity and solemni-
ty, but also numerous ideological rationales,
like "neutral principles," which may actual-
ly mask the service of the judiciary to partic-
ular social groups or classes.14 Moreover, it
seems more than likely that the character of
the legal profession-overwhelmingly male,
white and middle-to-upper class-will in-
fluence the nature of bar poll questions and
responses .15
These are all questions which can only be
suggested in bare outline here. But insofar
as they reflect seriously on the practice and
implications of bar polling, they are impor-
tant considerations in any honest assessment
of the propriety and proper means of admin-
istering bar polls.
Polling beyond the bar
They also raise a collateral question: are
14. Judges may decide cases impartially, for exam-
ple, but that does not guarantee that the law itself is
impartial. As Anatole France wrote in 1894, "The law,
in its majestic equality, forbids the rich as well as the
poor to sleep under bridges, to beg in the streets, and to
steal bread."
15. Jerome E. Carlin, LAWYERS ON THEIR OWN.
New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1962.
Carlin suggests these characteristics are even more
predominant in bar association membership than in the
population of lawyers at large.
lawyers the only group which should partic-
ipate in the formal evaluation of judges?
Though lawyers are experts about some as-
pects of judicial performance, they know
little about a judge's administrative compe-
tence or the way he handles the jury. It
might be wise to solicit the views of baliffs,
court administrators and jurors, who can
assess these qualities.
Furthermore, the bar has a history which
can reasonably be interpreted as pursuing
self interest at times (witness the righteous
opposition to no-fault insurance). It might
be expected that where the interests of the
bar are not fully consonant with those of
other groups, bar polling might reflect those
particular interests of the bar.
Finally, it might be argued that one im-
portant function of courts and judges is to
satisfy participants that an adequate effort
has been made to achieve substantial justice.
In this regard, most of the participants are
likely to make their own assessments of the
judge's handling of the case. Were the inter-
actions with the jury understandable? Did
the judge show an impartial demeanor? Did
he keep the courtroom running smoothly?
All these factors would suggest that bar
associations and other groups should solicit
the impressions of other participants in ad-
dition to lawyers. Their opinions might be
useful both to judges and to those involved
in the judicial selection process.
Some might argue that this entails danger-
ously increasing the already undesirable
infringement of bar polls on the indepen-
dence of the. judiciary. But the need for an
independent judiciary can be used to ration-
alize a simple distaste among judges for the
prospect of being evaluated. And while such
a sentiment is understandable in those who
have obtained positions of power and secu-
rity, it is not enough to counter the argument
that, in a democratic society, judges must be
accountable. 16
Further, the most desirable system of ac-
countability would be that based upon an
16. This was already an important question in Aris-
totle's time, and his discussions of the question are
most interesting. Aristotle, THE POLITICS, trns. by
Earnest Baker. London: Oxford University Press, 1971.
Ch. IX § 25, Ch. XII § 1-5 and elsewhere.
actual knowledge of the judges' perform-
ance in the legal process rather than, say,
their political statements or their lifestyles.
Therefore, the legitimate question about the
independence of the judiciary is not simply
whether judges should be evaluated, but
also whether the interests of those evaluat-
ing them are consonant with the interests of
social justice.
Since the interests of lawyers sometimes
diverge from the ideal, and since contempo-
rary society accepts no single group's claim
to infallible judgment, it seems desirable to
solicit the views of as many groups in the
legal system.as possible.
One final question emerges from all this
attention to the quality of judges in the legal
process. Are we perhaps concentrating on
judicial performance to the point of obfus-
cating the more fundamental problems of
the legal system? After all, upgrading the
judiciary can accomplish only so much. It is
critically important to deal with issues like
access to counsel and fair treatment general-
ly and, most fundamental, the overall thrust
of the legal system as it affects different
social groups.
Bar polls may actually displace concern
from the underlying problems of the legal
system. They emphasize the attributes of a
few individuals in the legal process to the
derogation of the relationships between
groups which may be the real source of
tensions in the system. The legal profession
then takes the convenient and self-serving
role of setting and applying criteria to indi-
vidual judicial conduct.
Concern for technical judicial competence
and respectability replace concern for sub-
stantive justice and equality in the legal
structure. To some extent, the legal profes-
sion is absolved from the need even to
criticize itself in the process. In the final
analysis, no one could argue that the bar
should not try to contribute to the improved
quality of the bench. But much more may be
required if the system is to provide substan-
tive justice. E
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